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Robin Goodspeed – SUPPORT Testimony for KS SB12-Child Mutilation Prevention 

Written Testimony Only – Senate Public Health Committee Hearing 

February 14, 2023 

 

 My name is Robin Goodspeed. I’m a former homosexual and atheist freed from my chosen 

lesbian atheist life, in my 50’s, by the grace of God and the power of Jesus Christ. I’m one of thousands 

of ex- homosexuals and ex-transgenders who have left our former lives. I’m writing today in support of 

KS SB12-Child Mutilation Prevention. I was recruited into the homosexual community in atheist public 

schools in Kansas in the 1960’s. I was sexually abused as a small child and therefore I was an easy 

target. I spent my adult life battling the direct consequences of my chosen lesbian life; addiction, 

depression, and suicide. In the 70’s, 80’s, and 90’s I sought therapy help but the psychotherapy 

community was already pushing the “born that way” lie and “Born Gay, Be Happy, Take a Pill” therapy. 

I chose to believe the lie. Now there is excellent Reparative Talk Therapy that helps people like I was, 

but it is being criminalized in states and countries still defending the ‘born that way” lie. During the 35 

years I spent in the LGBT queer world, I knew many transgender people and I lived in one of the main 

gender surgery cities on the west coast at the time. All the transgender people that I knew were adults, 

over 18, when they had surgery.   

 

 Now, in 2023, children are being recruited through atheist activist schools, powerful internet 

propaganda, and Big Money misinformation to have permanent sterilization and mutilation drugs and 

surgery. Reality is that Gender Dysphoria resolves in 96% of children allowed to grow up through 

puberty. And the threat of inevitable suicide is a lie. Sweden, Britain, and others, have reversed formerly 

positive sex change surgery/drug policies after longitudinal data shows that transgender people are much 

more likely to commit suicide after surgery.  

https://segm.org/segm-summary-sweden-prioritizes-therapy-curbs-hormones-for-gender-dysphoric-

youth 

 This bill protects children from the tragedy shared by teen Chloe Cole, and others, who were 

pushed into having surgery before the age of 18, and now share the horrible suffering and truth of sex 

change drugs and surgery. 

https://www.foxnews.com/media/former-trans-kid-shares-pain-suffering-mutilating-gender-affirming-

care-ive-gotten-no-help 

Do No Harm doctors are exposing the lies and danger of transgender drugs and surgery and working to 

end the practice on children.  

https://www.lifesitenews.com/blogs/new-do-no-harm-campaign-exposes-devastating-impact-of-

transgender-ideology-on-children/?utm_source=digest-profamily-2023-02-03&utm_medium=email 

 

 But Big Money/Big Pharma continues to fund and push fraudulent research promoting sex 

change drugs and surgeries on children.  

https://dailycaller.com/2022/03/06/transgender-activism-pharmaceutical-studies-children/ 

The wealthy Pritzker family of Chicago, led by Transgender James aka Jennifer Pritzker, has been 

funding the transgender movement since 2013. They are heavily invested in surgical equipment 

companies for gender surgery and donate heavily through their Tawani Foundation to many transgender 

activist groups, including the UCLA Law School and ACLU. 

https://www.breitbart.com/health/2022/06/20/tablet-magazine-wealthy-pritzker-family-funds-

transgender-movement/ 

 

 Today troubled children and parents are being deceived and enslaved in permanent mutilation 

and sterilization by Big Money making big profits. This is unconscionable. I pray that this committee 

will vote YES to pass SF12-Child Mutilation Prevention and protect Kansas children. Thank you. 
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